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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to

demonstrate code written in SAS/IML software
that generates examinees’ test responses (0/1s)
based on a multidimensional item response theory
(MIRT) model. This program reads in a file of
calibrated item parameters from the NOHARM
computer program (Fraser & McDonald, 1986)
and generates normally distributed random
variables to represent examinees’ ability levels on
each dimension.
The SAS/IML program calculates the
probability of an examinee obtaining a correct
response based on the MIRT model, then
compares this probability with a uniform random
number to decide the examinee’s item response.
If the probability is larger than the random number,
the examinee is credited a correct response (i.e.,
an item score of 1), otherwise, a zero. The
program allows control of the number of samples,
the number of examinees, and the number of
items for which item responses are generated.
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models, θ̂ is used to denote an examinee’s
estimated level of the latent trait, ability, or skill
that is measured by test items. Many different
types of models have been developed in IRT (e.g.,
van der Linden & Hambleton, 1996). In this
presentation, however, attention is focused on
three-parameter models for dichotomously scored
items (i.e., correct/not correct; 0/1).
In IRT, as an examinee’s ability (θ)
increases so does the probability of answering an
item correctly. The probability of an examinee
answering an item correctly in the three-parameter
logistic IRT model can be defined as

is the base of the natural
logarithms and equals
2.71828 K,
indexes test item ( i=1,2,3,K,n ),
indexes examinee, and
j =1,2,3,K, N ,

ai

is the item discrimination index for
item i , that is proportional to the
slope of the item response
function at the point θ j =bi ,

bi

is the item difficulty index for item
i , that is the point on the ability
scale at which an examinee has
(1+c) 2 probability of answering
item i correctly,
is the lower asymptote parameter
of the item response function for
item i , that represents the
probability of examinees with very
low ability correctly answering the
item,
represents the ability of examinee
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INTRODUCTION
Item response theory (IRT; Lord, 1952,
1953a, 1953b) applies a set of mathematical
models to indicate the interaction between an
examinee’s ability (θ) or a composite of abilities
and the characteristics of items in a test. In IRT

1+e
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j,
Pi (θ j ) is the probability of examinee j

D

with ability level θ answering item
i correctly, and
is a scaling factor that equals
1.702.

IRT includes a group of assumptions
about the data to which the models apply
(Hambleton, Swaminathan, & Rogers, 1991). One
assumption is called the assumption of
unidimensionality, which means that only one
ability or one composite of multiple abilities is
measured by a test. However, many educational
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and psychological tests measure several latent
traits rather than a single one (Reckase,
Ackerman, & Carlson, 1988; Traub, 1983) and the
extent to which individual items reflect each trait
can vary from item to item (Ackerman, 1994b).
For example, a simple mathematics story problem
may require both reading and mathematics skills
to provide a correct response. Examinees may
bring a variety of cognitive skills to a testing
situation, some of which may be used during the
test and some not. Miller and Hirsch (1992)
indicated that substantial measurement problems
may arise if a unidimensional item analysis
procedure is used with multidimensional items.
For example, problems can occur in the process
of constructing a test using classical test theory
procedures, or when the statistics provide no
indication of what abilities are being measured by
items or how well each ability is measured.
Therefore, researchers have been
advised to use MIRT when the unidimensionality
assumption is violated (Reckase, 1985;
Ackerman, 1994a). The MIRT models do not
require the assumption of unidimensionality.
The probability of a correct response to
item i in an k-dimensional logistic model
(Reckase, 1985) can be expressed as

exp[1.702a i ’θ j +d i ]
P(ui =1 | θ j )=ci +(1−ci )
1.0+exp[1.702a i ’θ j +d i ]
where

ui

is examinee’s score (0/1)
on item i (i =1,2,3,K,n) ,

ai

di

ci

θj

is the vector of item
discrimination parameters
( aik =ai1 , ai 2 ,ai 3 ,K,aim ) for
item i in k dimensions
(k =1,2,,3,K,m) ,
is the scalar difficulty
parameter for item i ,
negative d values
represent difficult items,
and positive values
represent easy items,
is the scalar lower
asymptote parameter for
item i ,
is the vector of θ̂ for
person j ( j =1,2,3,K, N ) ,
and

P(ui =1 | θ j )

is the probability of an
examinee j correctly
answering item i .

In this model, there is an item discrimination
parameter for each dimension of the model but
only one overall item difficulty parameter. The
components in the function are additive, thus,
being low on one latent trait can be compensated
for by being high on another trait.
NOHARM (Fraser & McDonald, 1986) and
TESTFACT (Wilson, Wood, & Gibbons, 1984) are
two of the computer programs that estimate
parameters for the MIRT model. NOHARM
(Fraser & McDonald, 1986) is a computer program
that fits the normal ogive model by a least-squares
procedure and will estimate aik and d i
parameters in the MIRT model. NOHARM (Fraser
& McDonald, 1986) does not estimate the ci
parameters but requires values to be input and
treated as fixed. Usually the ci parameters are
estimated from a unidimensional analysis using a
computer program such as BILOG (Mislevy &
Bock, 1990). Miller and Hirsch (1992) indicated
that asymptotically the ci values are the same for
models of any number of dimensions. The
original NOHARM (Fraser & McDonald, 1986)
program can handle as many as six dimensions of
item parameters in a multidimensional space.
Previous research has indicated that
simulated data based on a MIRT model are more
similar to real test data than are data generated by
other approaches (Davey, Nering, & Thompson,
1997; Parshall, Kromrey, Chason, & Yi, 1997).
Recently, researchers have used MIRT as the
basis of data simulations (e.g., Parshall, Davey, &
Nering, 1998; Yi & Nering, 1998a, 1998b). The
SAS code in this presentation demonstrates how
to use SAS/IML to simulate data according to a
MIRT model.

GENMIRT.SAS
The program GENMIRT.SAS uses
SAS/IML to simulate examinees’ responses
according to the MIRT model. The program
requires, as input, MIRT parameters for a set of
test items. These parameters may be obtained
from a MIRT calibration program, such as
NOHARM (Fraser & MacDonald, 1986). The
output from the program is an ASCII file of item
scores (0/1s), representing correct and incorrect
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responses to each test item. The output file is a
series of N X K matrices, in which N is the number
of examinees simulated, and K is the number of
items on the simulated test. The item score
matrices are augmented with examinee
identification numbers and the examinee ability
level ( θ ) for each dimension.

of a correct response is calculated using the
PROBNORM function, and the probability is
compared to the value of the uniform random
number. The subroutine returns a vector of 1s
and 0s that represent the examinee responses to
the set of items (SCORE).

The program GENMIRT.SAS operates in six
major steps, as follows:

6. Create the output file. The elements of the
vectors SIMULEES and SCORE are placed into
scalars so that the FILE and PUT statements will
write them to an ASCII file.

1. Read MIRT item parameters. As written, the
MIRT parameters are read from an external file,
into a SAS data step, then passed to SAS/IML.

PROGRAM CODE
options ls=182 ps=32767 pageno=1 formdlim=’-’;

2. Establish the number of samples and number of
examinees to generate. The two nested do loops,
(DO REP = 1 to 100, and DO I = 1 to 1000)
establish, respectively, the number of samples to
generate and the number of examinees in each
sample for whom responses will be simulated.
Simply changing the maximum values of REP and
I in these two loops changes the number of
samples or number of examinees to be simulated.

proc printto print=’c:\i500a.raw’;
* +-----------------------------------------------------------+
GENMIRT.SAS
Generate a file of item scores (0,1) based on
six-factor MIRT model.
+------------------------------------------------------------+;
data params;

3. Simulate examinee ability on each dimension.
Generate six random numbers from an NID(0,1)
distribution. These values are used as the
examinees’ true ability levels on the six MIRT
dimensions.
4. Generate a uniform random number for each
examinee and for each item on the test. To
simulate the probabilistic nature of test item
responses, a uniform random number (U), on the
0 to 1 interval, is compared to the calculated
probability of a correct response for each item (Pi).
If Pi> U then the examinee is credited with a
correct response to the item (receiving an item
score of 1). Conversely, if Pi<=U then the
examinee obtains an incorrect response to the
item (receiving an item score of 0).
5. Calculate a vector of item scores for each
examinee. The subroutine IRTSCORE is used to
calculate each examinees’ probability of correct
response to each item. The inputs to this
subroutine are the number of test items for the
simulation (the scalar quantity NITEMS), the 1 X 6
vector of examinee ability parameters
(SIMULEES), an examinee identification number
(IDN2), the 1 X NITEMS vector of uniform random
numbers that are compared to the probabilities of
correct responses for the set of items (RRV), and
the vectors of MIRT item parameters (POPA,
POPB, and POPC). For each item, the probability

* +-----------------------------------------------------------+
This is a file of known item parameters,
separated by at least one blank and including
an item number on each record.
+------------------------------------------------------------+;
infile ’a:\IN80.PRS’ lrecl=124 missover;
input itemnum a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 b c;
proc iml;

* +------------------------------------------------------------+
Define the subroutine to analyze each
examinee response vector.
+------------------------------------------------------------+;
start irtscore (nitems, simulees, idn2, rrv, popa,
popb, popc, score);
factnorm=PROBNORM(popb+(popa*simulees));
*+-----------------------------------------------------------+
The following yields a vector of probabilities
of correct responses on each item (pi).
+------------------------------------------------------------+;
Pi = (popc + ((1 - popc) # factnorm))‘ ;
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*+-----------------------------------------------------------+
The following yields the score vector (1,0)
+------------------------------------------------------------+;
score = Pi>rrv;
finish;
use params;
* +-----------------------------------------------------------+
Reading in the vectors of item parameters
+------------------------------------------------------------+;
read all var {a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6} into popa;
read all var {b} into popb;
read all var {c} into popc;
nitms=nrow(popa);
* +------------------------------------------------------------+
This loop generates six theta values for each
examinee and a set of NITMS random
numbers.
+------------------------------------------------------------+;
DO REP = 1 TO 100;
DO I = 1 to 1000;
seed1=round(100000000*ranuni(0));
idn2 = i;
* +------------------------------------------------------------+
Generation of theta values from N(0,1)
distribution
+------------------------------------------------------------+;

+---------------------------------------+;
run irtscore (nitms, simulees, idn2, rrv, popa,
popb, popc, score);
* +-----------------------------------------------------+
Create variables for the output data file
+------------------------------------------------------+;
idnum = idn2[1,1];
thet1 = simulees[1,1];
thet2 = simulees[2,1];
thet3 = simulees[3,1];
thet4 = simulees[4,1];
thet5 = simulees[5,1];
thet6 = simulees[6,1];
itm1 = score[1,1];
itm2 = score[1,2];
itm3 = score[1,3];
itm4 = score[1,4];
itm5 = score[1,5];
[ etc. for each item]
itm79 = score[1,79];
itm80 = score[1,80];
file print ;
put @1 idnum 4. @6 thet1 12.8
@20 itm1 1.
@21 itm2 1.
@22 itm3 1.
@23 itm4 1.
[ etc. for each item]

sim1 = rannor(seed1);
sim2 = rannor(seed1);
sim3 = rannor(seed1);
sim4 = rannor(seed1);
sim5 = rannor(seed1);
sim6 = rannor(seed1);
simulees = sim1//sim2//sim3//sim4//sim5//sim6;
* +------------------------------------------------------------+
Generation of uniform random numbers for
each person and each test item. These are
used to determine item response
correctness.
+------------------------------------------------------------+;
rrv = J(1,nitms,0);
do k = 1 to nitms;
rrv[1,k] = RANUNI(seed1);
end;
* +--------------------------------------+
Call the scoring subroutine

@98 itm79 1.
@99 itm80 1.
@110 thet2 12.8
@125 thet3 12.8
@140 thet4 12.8
@155 thet5 12.8
@170 thet6 12.8;
end;
end;
quit;

CONCLUSION
GENMIRT.SAS provides a simple vehicle for
the simulation of realistic examinee test item
responses. The data simulated by this program
may be used for research on a variety of issues
related to psychometrics, such as the accuracy
and precision of methods to estimate examinee
ability, strategies for test equating, phenomena
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associated with computer adaptive testing
algorithms, and techniques to detect differential
item functioning.
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